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Abstract

We assess the effect of uncertainty in water vapor continuum absorption on radiative forcing F, longwave feedback λ, and climate

sensitivity S at surface temperatures Ts between 270K and 330K. We calculate this uncertainty using a line-by-line radiative-

transfer model, assuming moist-adiabatic temperature profiles, 80% relative humidity, and spectrally uniform variations in

continuum absorption of ±10%. At Ts=288 K this uncertainty translates to uncertainties of ±0.02Wm-2 (+-0.5%) in F and

+-0.04Wm-2K-1 (+-2.5%) in λ, respectively. Both F and λ weaken for a stronger continuum, inducing opposite effects on S.

The weaker λ dominates, causing S to increase by 0.05K (2%) for a stronger continuum at Ts=288 K. Overall, the effect of

uncertainty in water vapor continuum absorption on F, λ and S is small compared to the major sources of uncertainty but of

comparable magnitude to other uncertainties affecting the relatively well-constrained longwave clear-sky S.
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Key Points:11

• Effect of continuum uncertainty on climate sensitivity is modest for a surface tem-12

perature of 288K but substantial at higher temperatures13

• Self and foreign continuum have opposite effects on longwave feedback at high sur-14

face temperatures15

• Better understanding of continuum absorption is important to better constrain16

the temperature dependence of climate sensitivity17
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Abstract18

We investigate the effect of uncertainty in water vapor continuum absorption at terres-19

trial wavenumbers on CO2 forcing F , longwave feedback λ, and climate sensitivity S at20

surface temperatures Ts between 270K and 330K. We calculate this uncertainty using21

a line-by-line radiative-transfer model and a single-column atmospheric model, assum-22

ing a moist-adiabatic temperature lapse-rate and 80% relative humidity in the tropo-23

sphere, an isothermal stratosphere, and clear skies. We represent continuum uncertainty24

in two different idealized approaches: In the first, we assume that the total continuum25

absorption is constrained at reference conditions; in the second, we assume that the to-26

tal continuum absorption is constrained for all atmospheres in our model. In both ap-27

proaches, we decrease the self continuum by 10% and adjust the foreign continuum ac-28

cordingly. We find that continuum uncertainty mainly affects S through its effect on λ.29

In the first approach, continuum uncertainty mainly affects λ through a decrease in the30

total continuum absorption with Ts; in the second approach, continuum uncertainty af-31

fects λ through a vertical redistribution of continuum absorption. In both experiments,32

the effect of continuum uncertainty on S is modest at Ts = 288K (≈ 0.02K) but sub-33

stantial at Ts ≥ 300K (up to 0.2K), because at high Ts, the effects of decreasing the34

self continuum and increasing the foreign continuum have the same sign. These results35

highlight the importance of a correct partitioning between self and foreign continuum36

to accurately determine the temperature dependence of Earth’s climate sensitivity.37

Plain Language Summary38

Water vapor in Earth’s atmosphere acts as a strong greenhouse gas by absorbing39

thermal radiation and thus plays a central role in controlling Earth’s climate. Although40

water vapor absorption is well-understood overall, uncertainties remain in the so-called41

water vapor continuum, an absorption component that cannot yet be calculated from42

first principles. We investigate the impact of continuum uncertainty at terrestrial wavenum-43

bers on climate sensitivity, the expected temperature increase that would result from a44

doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentration. For this, we use a very simple climate model45

and represent continuum uncertainty in an idealized way. We find that uncertainty in46

the continuum mostly affects climate sensitivity by affecting the additional thermal ra-47

diation Earth emits to space as it warms. At temperatures similar to the current global48

average this effect is modest: changes in the water vapor continuum within the uncer-49

tainty only change climate sensitivity by 0.02K, or about 1%. However, at temperatures50

similar to those in tropical regions, changes in the continuum within the uncertainty change51

climate sensitivity by up to 0.2K, or about 6%. This shows that uncertainty in the wa-52

ter vapor continuum substantially contributes to uncertainty in the temperature depen-53

dence of climate sensitivity.54

1 Introduction55

Water vapor plays a central role in determining Earth’s climate because it strongly56

absorbs and emits infrared radiation (Foote, 1856; Tyndall, 1861a, 1861b). Absorption57

by water vapor is well-understood overall but substantial uncertainty remains in the wa-58

ter vapor continuum, an absorption component that varies smoothly in the spectral di-59

mension, and that is more uncertain than the line spectrum (e.g., Baranov et al., 2008;60

Ptashnik et al., 2011; Shine et al., 2012, 2016). Here we investigate the effect of this un-61

certainty at terrestrial wavenumbers on CO2 forcing, longwave feedback, and climate sen-62

sitivity.63

Uncertainty in the water vapor continuum fundamentally arises from uncertainty64

in the underlying physical processes. Possible explanations for the continuum discussed65

in the literature include far-wing absorption of single water vapor molecules (e.g., Clough66

et al., 1989; Ma & Tipping, 1991), absorption by bound and quasi-bound complexes of67
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two water vapor molecules (e.g., Ptashnik et al., 2011; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2015) and68

of water and non-water molecules such as nitrogen or oxygen (e.g., Vigasin, 2000), as well69

as collision-induced absorption (e.g., Baranov & Lafferty, 2012). Although it seems likely70

that no single process is sufficient to explain the continuum, substantial uncertainty re-71

mains regarding the relative importance of these processes (e.g., Shine et al., 2012, 2016;72

Mlawer et al., 2023).73

Therefore, continuum absorption cannot yet be calculated from first principles but74

is rather estimated using semi-empirical continuum models, most commonly the Mlawer-75

Tobin-Clough-Kneizys-Davies model (MT CKD, Mlawer et al., 2023). This is commonly76

done by — somewhat arbitrarily — truncating water vapor absorption lines at 25 cm−1
77

from the line center; the remaining water vapor absorption is then defined as continuum78

absorption (e.g., Clough et al., 1989; Tipping & Ma, 1995; Shine et al., 2012; Mlawer et79

al., 2023). This continuum absorption is further split into two components: (1) The self80

continuum comprises absorption due to interactions between two water molecules and81

thus depends quadratically on water vapor volume mixing ratio q; furthermore, self con-82

tinuum absorption decreases with temperature T . (2) The foreign continuum comprises83

absorption due to interactions between a water molecule and a non-water molecule and84

thus depends linearly on q, with no known dependence on T (e.g., Burch & Alt, 1984;85

Shine et al., 2016; Mlawer et al., 2023).86

To accurately determine the water vapor continuum and its components, models87

rely on data from laboratory measurements (e.g., Paynter et al., 2009; Odintsova et al.,88

2022; Fournier et al., 2024), satellite observations (e.g., Newman et al., 2012), and field89

campaigns (e.g., Serio et al., 2008; Liuzzi et al., 2014). However, those measurements still90

exhibit both substantial spread and spectral gaps which further contribute to uncertainty91

(Baranov et al., 2008; Ptashnik et al., 2011; Shine et al., 2016). This uncertainty con-92

cerns both the absorption of solar radiation in the visible and near-infrared spectral ranges93

as well as the absorption of terrestrial radiation in the mid- and far-infrared spectral ranges94

(Shine et al., 2016). In this study, we exclusively focus on the effect of the continuum95

on terrestrial radiation.96

Continuum absorption is strongest within water vapor absorption bands but its cli-97

mate impact is strongest in the atmospheric windows where the self continuum is often98

the dominant absorber (Fig. 1). In the context of terrestrial radiation, the mid-infrared99

window (750 cm−1 to 1250 cm−1) is particularly relevant because a substantial part of100

the outgoing longwave radiation L is emitted here.101

As surface temperature Ts increases — and relative humidity stays constant — q102

increases exponentially. This increase in q causes both self and foreign continuum ab-103

sorption to strongly increase with Ts, more than offsetting the self continuum’s negative104

direct dependence on T (Pierrehumbert, 2010). At Ts ≈ 300K continuum absorption105

becomes optically thick which closes the mid-infrared window and strongly inhibits Earth’s106

ability to radiate energy to space (e.g., Koll & Cronin, 2018). This directly affects Earth’s107

longwave feedback λ, the change in L with Ts. Furthermore, both self and foreign con-108

tinuum mask part of the absorption by CO2 and thus reduce the magnitude of CO2 forc-109

ing F (Jeevanjee, Seeley, et al., 2021). Consequently, continuum absorption directly af-110

fects climate sensitivity S = −F/λ, the temperature increase caused by a CO2 dou-111

bling (e.g., Stevens & Kluft, 2023).112

At the same time, uncertainty in self continuum absorption in the mid-infrared win-113

dow is still around 10–20% and does not seem to decrease over time (see Fig. 2, also e.g.,114

Baranov et al., 2008; Shine et al., 2016). In many cases, uncertainty is even larger for115

the foreign continuum and within water vapor bands because measurements there are116

impeded by the very strong line absorption (Paynter & Ramaswamy, 2011, 2012). Fur-117

thermore, uncertainties in self and foreign continuum are usually correlated (see Sec. 4,118

also e.g., Shine et al., 2016).119
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Figure 1. Importance of water vapor continuum strongly varies spectrally. Shown are the

spectrally resolved opacities τν of water vapor as a function of wavenumber ν (20 cm−1 moving

average) for an atmospheric column (288K surface temperature, 80% relative humidity). Shown

are the τν of water vapor lines (black), total water vapor continuum (light blue), as well as split

into water vapor self continuum (dashed blue) and water vapor foreign continuum (dotted blue).

Given the direct effect of continuum absorption on F and λ, this substantial un-120

certainty raises two important questions: (1) How large is the resulting uncertainty in121

F and λ — and thus S — in the context of contemporary climate change? (2) How does122

this uncertainty affect the surface temperature dependence of these quantities (e.g., Mer-123

aner et al., 2013; Romps, 2020; Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley & Jeevanjee, 2021)? These sur-124

face temperature dependences can be helpful to investigate F , λ, and S in past climates125

of Earth where the global-mean surface temperature was substantially lower or higher126

than it is today, but also to analyze how F and λ vary throughout different climate zones127

on present-day Earth.128

To date, uncertainty in water vapor continuum absorption has mostly been discussed129

within the field of spectroscopy (e.g., Baranov et al., 2008; Ptashnik et al., 2011; Shine130

et al., 2012, 2016). In the climate community, the importance of the water vapor con-131

tinuum for λ is well-established (e.g., Koll et al., 2023; Seeley & Jeevanjee, 2021; Stevens132

& Kluft, 2023), but much less is known about how uncertainty in the continuum prop-133

agates to uncertainty in L, F , and λ (Kiehl & Ramanathan, 1982; Paynter & Ramaswamy,134

2011, 2012), and how it affects S.135

To expand on those studies, we take a holistic look at the effect of uncertainty in136

water vapor continuum absorption at terrestrial wavenumbers on F , λ and S, as well as137

their temperature dependences, using an idealized atmospheric model. To this end, we138

first develop a conceptual understanding of how independent variations in self and for-139

eign continuum absorption differently affect F , λ, and S (Sec. 3). We then investigate140

the effect of continuum uncertainty, which we represent using two different idealized ap-141

proaches (Sec. 4). Throughout, we illuminate the underlying processes by spectrally de-142
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Figure 2. Water vapor continuum absorption is still uncertain. As an example, the self con-

tinuum absorption cross-section Cself at 944.19 cm−1 is shown as function of temperature T from

MT CKD version 4.0 (Mlawer et al., 2023) (line) and from laboratory measurements (symbols).

The shaded areas correspond to differences of ±10% and ±20% from MT CKD, respectively.

The measurements at 296K are slightly offset along the temperature axis for better visibility.

Laboratory data were read off from Baranov et al. (2008, their Fig. 8) and Ptashnik et al. (2011,

their Fig. 7).
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composing the effect of continuum uncertainty on F and λ, bridging the gap between143

spectroscopy and climate science.144

2 Methods145

2.1 Atmospheric Model146

We use the single-column model konrad (Kluft et al., 2019; Dacie et al., 2019) to147

create profiles of temperature T and water vapor volume mixing ratio q on 256 verti-148

cal levels for surface temperatures Ts ∈ [269K, 331K] in 1K increments. The T pro-149

files follow a moist adiabat in the troposphere until they reach 175K. Above, we assume150

a fixed isothermal stratosphere with T = 175K. This approach eliminates stratospheric151

feedbacks and allows us to focus exclusively on the troposphere.152

Relative humidity is set to 80% in the troposphere and stratospheric q is set to153

the tropopause value. The effect of this simplified assumption is discussed in Sec. 5.1.154

The concentrations of trace gases follow the convention of the Aqua-Planet Experiment155

also used in the Radiative-convective equilibrium model intercomparison project (Wing156

et al., 2018): 348 ppm CO2, 1650 ppb CH4, and 306 ppb N2O. The O3 concentration fol-157

lows the profile derived by Wing et al. (2018), which is a function of pressure only and158

does not account for changes caused by the vertical expansion of the troposphere with159

Ts. However, this approach captures the first-order effect of ozone, namely the masking160

of emission in the window.161

2.2 Radiative Transfer Model162

For each Ts we calculate the spectrum of clear-sky outgoing longwave radiation Lν163

using the line-by-line radiative transfer model ARTS (Eriksson et al., 2011; Buehler et164

al., 2018). We perform the calculations at 215 frequencies uniformly spanning the spec-165

tral range 10 cm−1 to 3,250 cm−1, accounting for absorption by water vapor, CO2, CH4,166

N2O, O3, N2 and O2.167

Line absorption in ARTS is calculated using the internal ARTS Catalog Data, which168

in turn is based on the high-resolution transmission molecular absorption database (HITRAN,169

Gordon et al., 2022) as of 2022–05–02. Continuum absorption is calculated using the lat-170

est (at the time of analysis) MT CKD models for CO2 and N2 (both version 2.5), O2171

(version 1.0), as well as water vapor (version 4.0), which has also been included in both172

HITRAN and the ARTS Catalog Data (Mlawer et al., 2023). At the time of writing, the173

only changes made since concern minor revisions of the water vapor foreign continuum174

in version 4.1.1 (Mlawer et al., 2023). Consistent with MT CKD, water vapor lines are175

cut off at 25 cm−1 from the line center. Wings beyond that wavenumber and the asso-176

ciated “pedestal” under the line are removed, as described in detail in Clough et al. (1989).177

2.3 CO2 Forcing, Longwave Feedback, and Climate Sensitivity178

For each Ts we calculate the spectrally resolved clear-sky 2×CO2 radiative forc-179

ing Fν by performing simulations of spectrally resolved clear-sky outgoing longwave ra-180

diation Lν at two different CO2 concentrations: a baseline concentration of 348 ppm (note181

that this differs from the often-used pre-industrial value of 280 ppm) and a doubled CO2182

concentration of 696 ppm. The clear-sky spectral CO2 forcing is then183

Fν(Ts) = − [Lν(Ts, 696 ppmCO2)− Lν(Ts, 348 ppmCO2)] . (1)184

Here Fν is the instantaneous radiative forcing, as our experimental setup does not al-185

low for stratospheric cooling and the resulting radiative adjustment. However, as the strato-186

sphere contains so little water vapor, the continuum presumably has no impact on the187

adjustment process, and thus continuum uncertainty is expected to have the same ef-188

–6–
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fect on instantaneous forcing as it would on effective forcing, the relevant quantity for189

calculating climate sensitivity.190

For each Ts we calculate the spectrally resolved clear-sky longwave feedback λν as191

the centered finite difference192

λν(Ts) = −
Lν(Ts + 1K, T i+1, q i+1)− Lν(Ts − 1K, T i−1, q i−1)

2K
, (2)193

where x i±1 = x (Ts ± 1K) for the profiles of temperature T and water vapor volume194

mixing ratio q , respectively.195

The spectral surface feedback λν, sfc is defined as the change in Lν that is caused196

by variations in Ts alone, with T and q unchanged. Therefore, we calculate it as197

λν, sfc(Ts) = −Lν(Ts + 1K, T i, q i)− Lν(Ts − 1K, T i, q i)

2K
, (3)198

where x i = x (Ts) for x ∈ {T , q}.199

The spectral atmospheric feedback, the radiative signature of changes in T and q ,200

is calculated as201

λν, atm(Ts) = λν(Ts)− λν, sfc(Ts). (4)202

These spectrally resolved quantities are integrated to yield the broadband quan-203

tities as204

x(Ts) =

∫ ν1

ν0

xν(Ts) dν, (5)205

where x ∈ {F , λ, λsfc, λatm} and (ν0, ν1) = (10 cm−1, 3250 cm−1).206

Finally, the longwave clear-sky climate sensitivity S, the temperature increase caused207

by a CO2 doubling assuming clear skies and constant albedo, is calculated as208

S(Ts) = −F(Ts)

λ(Ts)
. (6)209

2.4 Emission Fraction210

To analyze the different impacts of self and foreign continuum on λν , we calculate211

the emission fraction fem which represents which species dominates different spectral re-212

gions at different surface temperatures Ts. To this end, we calculate the spectrally re-213

solved opacity τν, s(p) of each absorbing species s from the top of the atmosphere (TOA)214

to each pressure level p using ARTS. In addition to CO2 and water vapor lines, we con-215

sider the self and foreign continuum separately.216

The emission pressure pem, ν, s of each species is then defined as the largest p, i.e.,217

the lowest level, where τν, s(p) ≤ 1 as seen from TOA. From this, we define the “emit-218

ting” species at each wavenumber ν as the species with the smallest pem, ν, s, i.e., the species219

that emits from the highest level in the atmosphere. If no species has τν, s > 0.5 at the220

surface, we neglect atmospheric emission and no “emitting” species is chosen for that221

wavenumber; if multiple species have the same pem, ν, s, they all contribute to atmospheric222

emission so all of them are chosen as “emitting” species.223

We separately consider three main spectral regions of interest: the FIR water va-224

por band (FIR, 200 cm−1 to 600 cm−1), the major CO2 band (600 cm−1 to 750 cm−1),225

and the atmospheric window (750 cm−1 to 1250 cm−1). We define the emission fraction226

fem, s(Ts) as the fraction of all simulated wavenumbers within each of those spectral re-227

gions at which each species s is the “emitting” species, estimating which species most228

strongly impacts atmospheric emission and thus λ at a given Ts.229

–7–
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2.5 Uncertainty in Continuum Absorption230

We perform a number of different experiments in which we vary the magintude of231

the water vapor continuum. Apart from the baseline experiment with the unaltered con-232

tinuum, we separately vary the magnitude of self and foreign continuum by ±10%. Fi-233

nally, we perfrom two different experiments to represent continuum uncertainty in an234

idealized way. Both of them are based on the assumption that the total continuum ab-235

sorption is well-constrained, and that the main uncertainty arises from the partitioning236

between self and foreign continuum. In the the single-constraint experiment, we assume237

that the constraint on the total continuum applies at a single set of reference conditions,238

while in the general-constraint experiment, we assume that the constraint generally ap-239

plies at all atmospheric conditions. In the following, these two experiments are described240

in more detail.241

2.5.1 The Single-Constraint Experiment242

We assume that the spectrally resolved total continuum opacity τν, cont is perfectly243

constrained for reference values of temperature T0 = 296K, air pressure p0 = 1013 hPa,244

and water vapor volume mixing ratio q0 = 0.02. These values are chosen to mimic con-245

ditions commonly present in both laboratory and field studies of the continuum, which246

provide a constraint on the total continuum absorption. For a discussion about the ef-247

fect of the choice of q0 see Sec. 5.2.248

We assume a spectrally uniform uncertainty in the self continuum of ±10%, and249

account for the negative correlation between self and foreign continuum uncertainty by250

adjusting the foreign continuum accordingly. We derive this adjustment from the ref-251

erence opacities τν, self, 0 = τν, self(T0, p0, q0) and τν, foreign, 0 = τν, foreign(T0, p0, q0). The252

scaling factor xν is then defined as the factor τν, foreign, 0 has to be multiplied with to com-253

pensate for a change in τν, self, 0 of ±10% so that the total continuum opacity at the given254

reference values is conserved. This yields255

x±
ν = 1∓ 0.1 · τν, self, 0

τν, foreign, 0
, (7)256

where x+
ν is the scaling factor for the foreign continuum if the self continuum is increased257

by +10% and vice versa.258

This adjustment of the foreign continuum is only of O(10%) in the water vapor259

bands, but exceeds 100% in the atmospheric windows, where the self continuum is much260

stronger than the foreign continuum. This large adjustment in the windows means that261

an increase of the self continuum by 10% would cause the new self continuum to be stronger262

than the current total continuum — and thus would require negative foreign continuum263

absorption to achieve radiative closure in the case of x+
ν . This indicates that a substan-264

tially stronger self continuum is unlikely, at least in the windows. This is also consistent265

with the fact that more recent laboratory studies based on cavity ring down spectroscopy266

observe weaker self continuum absorption in the 1000 cm−1 window than predicted by267

MT CKD 4.0 (Cormier et al., 2005; Fournier et al., 2024). Therefore, we only focus on268

the case where the self continuum is decreased by 10% and the foreign continuum is in-269

creased by factor x−
ν .270

2.5.2 The General-Constraint Experiment271

We assume that the spectrally resolved column-integrated total continuum opac-272

ity τν, cont is perfectly constrained for all of our atmospheric profiles. This means that273

we derive the foreign continuum scaling factor xν separately for each Ts, using the tem-274

perature and humidity profiles described in Sec. 2.1. We calculate τν, self(Ts) = τν, self(T i, pi, q i)275

and τν, foreign(Ts) = τν, foreign(T i, pi, q i), where x i = x (Ts) for x ∈ {T , p, q}. From276

–8–
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Figure 3. Scaling factors x−
ν for foreign continuum to compensate for change in self contin-

uum of −10%. Shown are the x−
ν for the single-constraint experiment (dashed) and the general-

constraint experiment for selected surface temperatures Ts (solid).

this, we analogously derive the scaling factor277

x−
ν (Ts) = 1 + 0.1 · τν, self(Ts)

τν, foreign(Ts)
, (8)278

where, for the same reasons described above, we only consider the case of a 10% decrease279

in the self continuum and an increase in the foreign continuum by factor x−
ν . Because280

the self continuum increases much more strongly with Ts than the foreign continuum,281

the adjustment of the foreign continuum strongly increases with Ts (Fig. 3).282

3 Effect of Variations in Self and Foreign Continuum283

Before we proceed to investigate the impact of overall continuum uncertainty, this284

section first investigates the effect of variations in self and foreign continuum absorption285

in order to understand the relevant physical mechanisms. To this end, we separately vary286

the magnitude of self and foreign continuum absorption by ±10% throughout the whole287

simulated spectral range (10 cm−1 to 3,250 cm−1). This way, we investigate how self and288

foreign continuum differently affect both CO2 forcing and longwave feedback.289

3.1 Effect on CO2 Forcing290

Conceptually, the clear-sky CO2 forcing F depends on two factors (Jeevanjee, See-291

ley, et al., 2021). First, the temperature contrast between surface and stratosphere de-292

termines F in a dry atmosphere because surface emission is replaced with stratospheric293

emission at the edges of CO2 absorption bands. Second, the presence of water vapor means294

that part of the original emission originates from the troposphere rather than the sur-295

face, due both water vapor line and continuum absorption. This change in the original296

emission level reduces the temperature contrast with the stratosphere and thus weak-297

ens F .298

At low Ts the spectrally resolved forcing Fν is most pronounced at the edges of the299

major CO2 band (600 cm−1 to 750 cm−1). At high Ts — and thus large water vapor vol-300

ume mixing ratios q — water vapor absorption masks Fν at the CO2 band edges, while301

–9–
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the concomitant vertical expansion of the troposphere “unlocks” a substantial Fν in the302

CO2 band center (Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley & Jeevanjee, 2021; Jeevanjee, Seeley, et al.,303

2021, see also Fig. 4a). Overall, F increases with Ts until around 295K due to the in-304

creasing surface-stratosphere temperature contrast; at even higher Ts the weakening ef-305

fect of the exponentially increasing q dominates (Kluft et al., 2021, see also Fig. 5a). For306

the minor CO2 bands in the atmospheric window around 950 cm−1 and 1050 cm−1 this307

decrease in F is roughly uniform, while for the major CO2 band at 667 cm−1 F decreases308

slowly at first and much more strongly above Ts ≈ 315K (see Fig. 5a).309

Together with water vapor line absorption, the water vapor continuum determines310

the atmospheric layer whose emission is replaced by stratospheric emission when CO2311

is doubled. When continuum absorption is increased, the original emission level is lo-312

cated at lower temperatures. Hence, the temperature contrast with the stratosphere is313

smaller which weakens F , and vice versa for a decreased continuum. Consequently, the314

effect of the continuum on Fν is mostly limited to the edges of the CO2 absorption bands315

(Fig. 4e, i).316

Due to the exponential Clausius-Clapeyron relation and the quadratic dependence317

of the self continuum on q , the effect of the self continuum on F increases with Ts un-318

til around 310K and stays constant for even higher Ts (Fig. 5d,g). This results from com-319

pensation between the self continuum’s effect on the forcing contributions of the major320

CO2 band and the minor CO2 bands. The effect of the self continuum on the forcing con-321

tribution of the minor CO2 bands decreases above 310K because self continuum absorp-322

tion becomes much stronger than CO2 absorption in the window. This in turn is because323

CO2 concentration stays constant with Ts in our experiments, while q increases expo-324

nentially. In contrast, the effect of the self continuum on the forcing contribution of the325

much stronger major CO2 band continues to increase with Ts (Fig. 5d,g).326

For the same perturbation of ±10%, the foreign continuum has a much weaker ef-327

fect on F . Because it is much weaker in the atmospheric window than the self contin-328

uum, the foreign continuum only affects the major CO2 band and mainly at Ts ≤ 310K329

(Figs. 4i and 5d).330

For Ts = 288K, the spectrally integrated effect of both water vapor self and for-331

eign continuum on F is small: variations of ±10% in the self continuum only change F332

by less than 0.02Wm−2 (0.4%), the same variations in the foreign continuum have an333

even smaller effect of <0.01Wm−2 (0.1%). Even at Ts = 320K variations in the self334

continuum only change F by around 0.04Wm−2 (1%). These uncertainties are smaller335

than those found by Paynter and Ramaswamy (2012), who assumed a larger, spectrally336

varying uncertainty in the continuum of up to ±50% and consequently found an uncer-337

tainty in F of up to ±3% (their Fig. 14).338

3.2 Effect on Longwave Feedback339

Before we analyze the effect of variations in the water vapor self and foreign con-340

tinuum on the longwave feedback λ, we briefly review the current understanding of its341

spectrally resolved counterpart λν (Fig. 4b). In the atmospheric window (750 cm−1 to342

1250 cm−1), λν is mostly governed by the strongly stabilizing (negative) surface feedback343

λsfc. However, the window continuously closes with increasing Ts which weakens λsfc and344

causes it to almost vanish at Ts ≈ 310K (e.g., Koll & Cronin, 2018; Kluft et al., 2021,345

see also Figs. 4c and 5b). Above 310K the dependence of λν in the window on water va-346

por volume mixing ratio q and thus on Ts is weaker than at lower Ts. This is because347

λsfc is replaced by a weakly destabilizing (positive) atmospheric feedback λatm caused348

by the water vapor continuum which is described in more detail below (Koll et al., 2023,349

see also Figs. 4d and 5b). This atmospheric feedback is less senstitive to changes in Ts350

than λsfc is during the closing of the window, and thus the total feedback λ is less sen-351

sitive to Ts above 310K.352
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(c, g, k, o) and atmospheric feedback (d, h, l, p) for surface temperatures Ts of 280K (black),

300K (red), and 320K (yellow). Shown are the baseline values (a-d), and the effects of 10%

increase in self continuum absorption (e-h) and foreign continuum absorption (i-l). Finally, the

results are shown for the single-constraint (m-p) and general-constraint experiments (q-t).
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Outside the window region, λν is almost entirely determined by λatm. In the cen-353

ter of the the major CO2 band (600 cm−1 to 750 cm−1), λatm is close to zero at Ts =354

288K because the emission level there is located in the stratosphere but becomes strongly355

stabilizing at high Ts due to the vertical expansion of the troposphere. This stabilizing356

λatm is strongest at the band edges, where it is already present for Ts < 288K, but also357

reaches the band center at Ts > 300K. At Ts > 320K the stabilizing λatm is weak-358

ened due to masking by water vapor absorption (Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley & Jeevanjee,359

2021, see also Figs. 4d and 5b).360

Finally, λatm is weakly stabilizing in the water vapor bands in the far-infrared (FIR,361

200 cm−1 to 600 cm−1) and mid-infrared (MIR, 1250 cm−1 to 2000 cm−1), which are dom-362

inated by water vapor line absorption. Here, the first-order approximation of a constant363

emission temperature would imply constant L with Ts — and thus a neutral λatm as-364

suming τ ≫ 1 (Simpson, 1928b, 1928a; Ingram, 2010; Jeevanjee, Koll, & Lutsko, 2021).365

However, this approximation does not hold entirely due to effects like pressure broad-366

ening which induce a weakly stabilizing λatm (Feng et al., 2023; Koll et al., 2023, see also367

Fig. 4d).368

Water vapor continuum absorption affects λ by altering both λsfc and λatm (Koll369

et al., 2023). In the following, we therefore discuss the partial feedbacks induced by sep-370

arately increasing self and foreign continuum by 10%. A destabilizing partial feedback371

means that the total feedback becomes less stabilizing, and vice versa.372

The continuum dampens the stabilizing λsfc in the atmospheric window by damp-373

ing surface emission. Hence, a stronger continuum dampens λsfc more and thus induces374

a destabilizing partial feedback at Ts < 310K, when the window is still open, and vice375

versa for a weaker continuum. This destabilizing partial feedback can be seen for both376

continuum components, but the effect of the self continuum (Fig. 4g) is much stronger377

than that of the foreign continuum (Fig. 4k) for the same perturbation of +10%.378

The continuum affects λatm because its emission temperature is sensitive to the tem-379

perature lapse rate. Because the moist-adiabatic lapse rate decreases with warming this380

leads to an additional increase in q . This in turn causes the continuum to emit at lower381

temperatures, giving rise to a destabilizing lapse-rate feedback (Koll et al., 2023). The382

effect of variations in the self continuum on λatm is weaker than that on λsfc below Ts ≈383

310K but becomes the dominant effect at higher Ts (Fig. 5e). Below Ts ≈ 300K the384

effect on λatm is mostly limited to the atmospheric window but it also reaches the ab-385

sorption bands of water vapor and CO2 at higher Ts. This destabilizing effect of an in-386

creased self continuum on λatm continuously increases with Ts in both water vapor and387

CO2 absorption bands, while in the window it peaks at around 300K and slowly decreases388

at higher Ts (Fig. 4h). In contrast, the foreign continuum has a weakly stabilizing effect389

on λatm throughout the spectrum, particularly in the FIR water vapor band (Fig. 4l).390

The stabilizing effect of a foreign continuum increase might seem surprising at first.391

To understand it, and also the other described changes, it is useful to think of them as392

resulting from shifts in the absorption species that control the main spectral regions as393

Ts increases. These shifts can be seen by looking at the emission fraction fem, s(Ts), which394

quantifies how much of the emission in a certain spectral band is controlled by species395

s at surface temperature Ts (see Sec. 2.4 for details). This approach allows us to explain396

(1) differences between self and foreign continuum, (2) differences among spectral regions,397

and (3) dependence on surface temperature Ts (Fig. 6). The explanation relies on the398

dependences of the opacity of the different absorbing species on q and thus on Ts un-399

der constant relative humidity (Fig. 6 first column) which can be expressed as400

dlog(τself)

dTs
>

dlog(τH2O lines)

dTs
>

dlog(τforeign)

dTs
>

dlog(τCO2
)

dTs
. (9)401
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Regarding the opposite signs of the partial feedbacks of self and foreign continuum,402

the implications of equation (9) are sketched for the FIR water vapor band (Fig. 6a). This403

sketch also builds on results of the radiative transfer simulations shown in Fig. 6b. The404

strong Ts dependence of τself means that the self continuum “gains ground” compared405

to the other species and thus fem, self strongly increases with Ts. In contrast, the weak406

Ts dependence of τforeign means that the foreign continuum “loses ground” compared to407

the other species and thus fem, foreign decreases with Ts. Accordingly, a stronger self con-408

tinuum mostly reduces L at high Ts, while a stronger foreign continuum mostly reduces409

L at low Ts. Hence, L increases less strongly with Ts when the self continuum is increased410

but more strongly when the foreign continuum is increased. In other words, the self con-411

tinuum induces a destabilizing partial feedback while the foreign continuum induces a412

stabilizing partial feedback. For the same perturbation of ±10% these partial feedbacks413

in the FIR have roughly the same magnitude at Ts = 288K, while the destabilizing self414

continuum partial feedback becomes much stronger at higher Ts (Fig. 6b).415

Furthermore, this framework can also help us understand why the self continuum416

partial feedback varies among different spectral regions and with Ts. In contrast to the417

exponential Clausius-Clapeyron relation imposed on water vapor, CO2 concentration stays418

constant with Ts in our experiments. Hence, fem, self in the CO2 band strongly increases419

with Ts at the cost of CO2 absorption. Therefore, the destabilizing lapse-rate feedback420

induced by the self continuum continuously masks more of the stabilizing Planckian re-421

sponse induced by CO2 at the edges of the 667 cm−1 CO2 band, above Ts ≈ 320K this422

effect even reaches the band center (Figs. 4h and 6c).423

In the window, fem, self also increases with Ts along with the self continuum par-424

tial feedback. At Ts ≈ 300K, however, fem, self ∼ O(1) which means that the self con-425

tinuum controls most of the emission in the window. Further increasing Ts thus leads426

to a much weaker increase in fem, self than below 300K and thus the self continuum’s desta-427

bilizing effect weakens (Fig. 6d).428

Looking at the spectral integral, the effect of variations in the water vapor contin-429

uum on λ strongly varies with Ts. At Ts = 288K a 10% stronger self continuum causes430

λ to become 0.04Wm−2 K−1 (2%) less negative. This effect continuously increases with431

Ts and reaches a maximum of around 0.06Wm−2 K−1 (4%) around 300K. Varying the432

foreign continuum by ±10% has a much weaker effect. At Ts below around 295K the433

foreign continuum’s effect on the surface feedback dominates which causes a destabiliz-434

ing partial feedback for an increase in foreign continuum absorption, and vice versa. At435

higher Ts the effect on the atmospheric feedback dominates, which causes a stabilizing436

partial feedback for an increase in foreign continuum absorption, and vice versa.437

4 Effect of Continuum Uncertainty438

In the last section we have learned how variations in water vapor self and foreign439

continuum differently affect both CO2 forcing F and longwave feedback λ by varying their440

magnitude separately. In this section, we build on this understanding and use it to in-441

vestigate the effect of uncertainty in water vapor continuum absorption.442

In order to properly represent this uncertainty, we need to consider that uncertain-443

ties in self and foreign continuum are not independent of each other. The foundation for444

our knowledge of the continuum is formed by field observations and laboratory measure-445

ments, both of which rely heavily on measurements of the total continuum. A change446

in the self continuum is thus usually accompanied by an opposite change in the foreign447

continuum to restore radiative closure, and thus uncertainties in self and foreign contin-448

uum are usually negatively correlated (Turner et al., 2004; Delamere et al., 2010; Mlawer449

& Turner, 2016; Shine et al., 2016; Mlawer et al., 2019, 2023). To explore the implica-450
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tions of this negative correlation, we consider two different idealized approaches, which451

are described in more detail in Sec. 2.5.452

4.1 The Single-Constraint Experiment453

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the effect of uncertainty in the sur-454

face temperature dependence of the total continuum absorption. We therefore assume455

that the spectrally resolved total continuum opacity τν, cont is perfectly constrained at456

the reference conditions T0 = 296K, p0 = 1013 hPa, q0 = 0.02 (see Sec. 2.5.1 for de-457

tails). Due to the different dependences of self and foreign continuum on T and in par-458

ticular q, this approach only conserves the total continuum opacity at the given refer-459

ence conditions. This means that in atmospheres with q < q0, the adjustment of the460

foreign continuum dominates, increasing the total continuum absorption relative to the461

baseline simulation. In contrast, in atmospheres with q > q0, the adjustment of the self462

continuum dominates, decreasing the total continuum absorption (Fig. 7).463

4.1.1 Effect on CO2 Forcing464

Similar to the separate variations of self and foreign continuum discussed above,465

the CO2 forcing F in the single-constraint experiment mainly changes at the edges of466

the main CO2 band (Fig. 4m). At surface temperatures Ts < 310K, the stronger for-467

eign continuum dominates which leads to a slightly weaker F ; at Ts > 310K the weaker468

self continuum dominates which leads to a slightly stronger F (Fig. 5d). However, this469

effect on F is mostly weaker than ±1%, at Ts = 288K F is reduced by 0.03Wm−2 (0.6%).470

4.1.2 Effect on Longwave Feedback471

The effect on longwave feedback λ has different signs for different surface temper-472

atures Ts as well (Figs. 4n and 5e). At Ts < 290K, the stronger foreign continuum dom-473

inates which causes a net destabilizing partial feedback. This mainly occurs because a474
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stronger foreign continuum weakens the surface feedback which more than offsets the strength-475

ening of the surface feedback due to the weaker self continuum (Figs. 4g,k,o). However,476

this changes at Ts ≈ 300K, when the effect of the self continuum on the surface feed-477

back becomes dominant (Figs. 4o and 5e). At Ts ≈ 315K, the surface feedback dimin-478

ishes, as already described in Sec. 3.2.479

Already at Ts ≈ 290K, the stabilizing partial atmospheric feedback becomes stronger480

than the destabilizing partial surface feedback and thus the net partial feedback becomes481

stabilizing (Fig. 5e). In contrast to the surface feedback, the net effect on the atmospheric482

feedback is stabilizing throughout the simulated Ts range (Fig. 5e). This is because both483

a weaker self continuum and a stronger foreign continuum cause a stabilizing partial at-484

mospheric feedback (see Sec. 3.2 and Fig. 4h,l,p). This effect increases with Ts until around485

320K and stays roughly constant after (Fig. 5e).486

The strongest effect occurs in the atmospheric window, where the magnitude of λwindow487

is increased by about 0.05Wm−2 K−1 on average between 290K and 310K. Because the488

magnitude of λwindow decreases by about 0.05Wm−2 K−1 per 1K increase in Ts, the single-489

constraint experiment lowers the value of Ts at which the atmospheric window closes by490

about 1K. Phrased differently, because the opacity τ of continuum absorption contin-491

uously increases with Ts (Fig. 6 first column), variations in the continuum strength can492

be thought of as shifting τ in Ts space — and thus also the Ts at which the window closes.493

At low Ts the partial feedback is destabilizing (positive) and almost entirely lim-494

ited to the window. With increasing Ts the partial feedback becomes increasingly sta-495

bilizing (negative) throughout the spectrum, also affecting the far-infrared (FIR) water496

vapor absorption band (Fig. 4n). At very high Ts, the partial feedback becomes slightly497

less stabilizing in the window, while it continues to become more stabilizing in the FIR.498

This occurs because at those high Ts the continuum controls most of the emission in the499

window so further increasing Ts has a weaker effect on λ, while this is not the case in500

the FIR (see Sec. 3.2 and Fig. 6).501

Looking at the spectral integral, the effect on λ is modest at Ts = 288K: The desta-502

bilizing partial surface feedback and the stabilizing partial atmospheric feedback almost503

perfectly cancel, leading to a minimally stabilizing effect in λ of only −0.002Wm−2 K−1
504

(+0.1%).505

In contrast, the single-constraint experiment has a substantial effect at Ts > 300K,506

where it leads to a stabilizing partial feedback of around −0.07Wm−2 K−1 (+7%) (dark507

purple line in Fig. 5e). At those Ts the single-constraint experiment has a much stronger508

effect on λ than a reduction of the self continuum by −10% alone (light blue line in Fig. 5e).509

This can be attributed to the strongly stabilizing effect of increasing the foreign contin-510

uum, which is discussed in detail in Sec. 3.2.511

4.1.3 Implications for Climate Sensitivity512

The effect on climate sensitivity S is clearly dominated by the effect on the long-513

wave feedback λ rather than on the CO2 forcing F (Figs. 5g-i). At Ts = 288K the ef-514

fect is modest, with a reduction in S of only 0.02K (0.8%). At even lower Ts the slightly515

destabilizing effect on λ is compensated by its weakening effect on F which leads to al-516

most no change in S. At higher Ts, however, the single-constraint experiment has a sub-517

stantial effect: above 300K the strongly stabilizing effect on λ clearly dominates over the518

increasing effect on F which reduces S by more than 0.2K (7%).519

4.2 The General-Constraint Experiment520

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the effect of uncertainty in the ver-521

tical distribution of continuum absorption. We therefore assume that the column-integrated522
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continuum opacity τν, cont is perfectly constrained for all of our atmospheric profiles (see523

Sec. 2.5.2 for details). However, the redistribution of absorption between self and for-524

eign continuum leads to changes in the vertical profile τν, cont(p). This vertical redistri-525

bution also occurs in the single-constraint experiment, but the general-constraint exper-526

iment allows for an isolation of the effect, without any changes in the column-integrated527

τν, cont with respect to the baseline simulation.528

4.2.1 Effect on Outgoing Longwave Radiation529

To understand the effect on CO2 forcing, longwave feedback, and climate sensitiv-530

ity in the general-constraint experiment, it is helpful to take a step back and first an-531

alyze the effect on the outgoing longwave radiation spectrum Lν . For almost all Ts, Lν532

is reduced compared to the baseline simulation, which is caused by changes in the ver-533

tical opacity profile τν(p). These changes occur because the quadratic dependence of the534

self continuum on q means that the self continuum is more concentrated in the lower tro-535

posphere (“bottom-heavy”), whereas the foreign continuum only depends linearly on q,536

and thus is somewhat less bottom-heavy. This is demonstrated by the ratio between self537

and foreign continuum opacity, which generally is highest in the lowest part of the tro-538

posphere (Fig. 8a). Consequently, by reassigning some of the absorption from the self539

to the foreign continuum, opacity is redistributed from the lower to the upper troposphere540

(Fig. 8b), which shifts atmospheric emission towards lower temperatures and thus re-541

duces Lν (Fig. 8e).542

This reduction of Lν generally increases with Ts because self continuum opacity543

increases with Ts and thus more opacity is redistributed at higher Ts. However, at Ts ≫544

300K, the effect starts to decrease again — first in the window (Fig. 8e) but at even higher545

Ts also in other parts of the spectrum (not shown).546

This can be explained by the negative temperature dependence of the self contin-547

uum. In the MT CKD 4.0 model, this is represented as548

Cself(T ) = Cself(296K)

(
296K

T

)n

, (10)549

where Cself is the self continuum absorption cross-section and n is the spectrally vary-550

ing temperature dependence exponent, which causes the self continuum absorption cross-551

section to decrease with T (Mlawer et al., 2023, see also Figs. 2 and 8f).552

Because τself(T ) ∝ Cself(T ) · q2(T ), the ratio τself/τforeign still strongly increases553

with Ts throughout the troposphere in our experiments. Because of the strongly nega-554

tive T dependence of Cself in the window, the high T in the lower troposphere causes the555

increase in τself/τforeign with Ts to slow down substantially, while this effect is less pro-556

nounced in the cooler upper troposphere. In other words, while τself/τforeign in the win-557

dow is bottom-heavy at low Ts, it actually peaks at 400 hPa for Ts = 320K (Fig. 8c)558

Consequently, at sufficiently high Ts, replacing self continuum absorption with for-559

eign continuum absorption becomes less effective in redistributing opacity from the lower560

to the upper troposphere in the window (Fig. 8d). In fact, most of the opacity is distributed561

from the middle troposphere to the lower troposphere. However, this presumably has562

no effect on Lν because the emission level in the window is around 400 hPa for Ts = 320K563

(yellow circle in Fig. 8d). Conversely, some opacity is still redistributed from the mid-564

dle to the upper troposphere. This redistribution reduces Lν , but to a lesser extent than565

at lower Ts (Fig. 8e).566

4.2.2 Effect on CO2 Forcing567

In the context of CO2 forcing F , the redistribution of opacity from the lower to the568

upper troposphere means that this opacity can mask a larger part of the CO2 absorp-569
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tion spectrum. Analogous to the arguments from Sec. 3.1 (Jeevanjee, Seeley, et al., 2021),570

this decreases F in the general-constraint experiment (Fig. 4q). Due to the vertical re-571

distribution of absorption (Sec. 4.2.1), the effect on F increases with Ts until around 310K,572

and decreases again at higher Ts (Fig. 5d). Again, the effect is small in magnitude with573

around −0.01Wm−2 (−0.2%) at 288K and a maximum effect of −0.025Wm−2 (−0.6%)574

at 310K.575

These results are similar in magintude to the single-constraint experiment, both576

giving roughly an effect of O(1%). However, the two approaches deliver quite different577

dependences on Ts. While the sign of the effect switches in the single-constraint exper-578

iment, it is negative for all Ts in the general-constraint experiment.579

4.2.3 Effect on Longwave Feedback580

At first glance, the effect on λν in the general-constraint eperiment looks somewhat581

similar to that seen in the single-constraint experiment (Figs. 4n and 4r). However, at582

closer inspection, it becomes clear that those results occur for quite different reasons. In583

the single-constraint experiment, the positive partial feedback at low Ts was due to the584

effect on λsfc (Fig. 4o). In the general-constraint experiment, however, the effect on λsfc585

is zero by construction (Fig. 4s), because λsfc is only affected by the column-integrated586

total τν , which is conserved. Rather, the entire effect on λν can be explained by the ef-587

fect on the atmopsheric feedback (Fig. 4t).588

The reason for this is again the redistribution of absorption from the lower to the589

upper troposphere, as explained in Sec. 4.2.1. The consequent reduction in Lν increases590

with Ts until around 310K to 320K, depending on ν, equivalent to a positive partial feed-591

back. At higher Ts, the sign of the partial feedback switches from positive to negative592

as the Lν reduction starts to decrease with Ts (Fig. 5e).593

Overall, the effect is in the same order of magnitude as for the single-constraint ex-594

periment, both giving effects of O(1%) or less at 288K and up to O(5%) above 300K.595

However, the two experiments disagree about both the sign of the effect and the exact596

Ts dependence.597

4.2.4 Implications for Climate Sensitivity598

The effect on S is again dominated by the effect on λ, while the effect on F is much599

weaker. At 288K, S is increased by 0.02K (1%). The effect on S reaches a peak of around600

0.05K (2%) at around 300K. Following the Ts dependence of the effect on λ the sign601

of the effect on S switches at around 310K, reaching a reduction of S of up to −0.15K602

(6%) at 330K (Fig. 5f,i).603

The two uncertainty experiments disagree on sign and Ts dependence of the effect604

of continuum uncertainty on S. The difference is most pronounced at around 300K, where605

both experiments predict a local maximum of the effect, but of opposite sign. However,606

they agree that the magnitude of the effect is of O(1%) at 288K and reaches O(5%) above607

300K.608

5 Discussion609

We have developed a careful mechanistic understanding of how uncertainty in the610

continuum at terrestrial wavenumbers affects CO2 forcing F , longwave feedback λ, and611

climate sensitivity S; but how applicable is this to real world uncertainty? In the fol-612

lowing, we address the assumptions underlying our idealized representations of atmo-613

sphere and spectroscopy and discuss their implications for the generalizability of our re-614

sults.615
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5.1 Atmospheric Idealizations616

In our representation of the atmosphere, we make two major simplifications, both617

of which are widely used in idealized single-column studies of Earth’s climate (e.g., Koll618

& Cronin, 2018; Jeevanjee, Seeley, et al., 2021; Jeevanjee, Koll, & Lutsko, 2021; Seeley619

& Jeevanjee, 2021; Kluft et al., 2021; Koll et al., 2023; Stevens & Kluft, 2023).620

First, our single-column approach by design does not account for horizontal vari-621

ations in temperature and humidity. The main effect of this approach is an underesti-622

mation of the effect of continuum uncertainty due to the non-linear dependence of the623

self continuum on q. To estimate the global mean effect, an average over all Ts weighted624

by their occurrence on Earth is better suited. The first-order effect of this can be esti-625

mated by simply averaging the simulated effects of continuum uncertainty over all Ts that626

are commonly observed on Earth (270K to 310K). This gives an average effect of con-627

tinuum uncertainty on climate sensitivity of around −0.07K in the single-constraint ex-628

periment and +0.03K in the general-constraint experiment. Those values are larger than629

the ±0.02K found for Ts = 288K, but of similar magnitude, which suggests that this630

simplification does not qualitatively affect our results. Note that this estimate only cap-631

tures variations in Ts, but not variations in R at a given Ts which also occur in the real632

world. To properly account for this, one would need a realistic global climatology of Ts633

and R, which is beyond the scope of our single-column approach.634

Second, we assume a vertically uniform relative humidity profile R = 80%. This635

approach overestimates mid-tropospheric R compared to observational estimates, which636

generally lie between 40% and 60% (e.g., Sherwood et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2010).637

However, defining a non-uniform R profile for a wide range of Ts comes with its own chal-638

lenges. Defining R as function of pressure does not capture the vertical expansion of the639

troposphere as Ts increases, hence it is best practice to define R as function of temper-640

ature instead (Romps, 2014). However, there are many degrees of freedom in choosing641

a function for R, and the resulting feedback is often sensitive to details in the exact def-642

inition of this function (Bourdin et al., 2021). The main effect of assuming a vertically643

uniform R profile is an overestimation of the effect of continuum uncertainty due to an644

overestimation of mid-tropospheric R. To estimate the effect of this assumption, we per-645

formed our analysis for an exemplary, and inherently somewhat arbitrary non-uniform646

R profile (Fig. A1), which is described in more detail in Appendix A. As expected the647

effect is somewhat reduced in magnitude, but apart from that the results look very sim-648

ilar (Fig. A2).649

Therefore, rather than trying to capture both horizontal and vertical variations in650

R in a realistic way, the goal of this study is to develop a conceptual understanding of651

how continuum uncertainty propagates to uncertainty in the radiative properties of the652

Earth. To this end, simplifying assumptions are generally much easier to interpret than653

results of more complex experiments, as they help to focus on the essential processes at654

play. Our conclusions regarding the different mechanisms by which self and foreign con-655

tinuum affect forcing and feedback at different Ts, as well as the different effects of the656

two uncertainty experiments, do not seem to be affected by either of these simplifications.657

5.2 Spectroscopic Idealizations658

Due to the lack of a comprehensive model for continuum uncertainty, we have to659

rely on idealized representations of this uncertainty. We perform two experiments based660

on different idealized representations of continuum uncertainty. Both of them are obvi-661

ously not meant to be perfectly realistic; in fact, they can be considered rather extreme662

cases that isolate different aspects of continuum uncertainty.663

In both approaches, we represent uncertainty by assuming a 10% weaker self con-664

tinuum compared with MT CKD 4.0. This is arguably a conservative estimate, partic-665
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ularly in the 1000 cm−1 window, where a number of studies are consistent with a roughly666

20% weaker self continuum than in MT CKD 4.0 (Burch & Alt, 1984; Cormier et al.,667

2005; Fournier et al., 2024, see also Fig. 2). Additional simulations we performed show668

that the effect of continuum uncertainty is to first order proportional to the assumed mag-669

nitude of uncertainty, so the effects of different magnitudes of continuum uncertainty can670

be estimated from the results presented here. This might also be useful to evaluate how671

future achievements in reducing continuum uncertainty affect uncertainty in climate sen-672

sitivity.673

Similarly, we also discard the possibility that the self continuum might be stronger674

than current estimates because this would violate radiative closure in the windows. Al-675

though a stronger self continuum than in MT CKD 4.0 is unlikely for the arguments out-676

lined above, it cannot be entirely ruled out. However, unless the total continuum absorp-677

tion in the windows is currently substantially underestimated, this increase in the self678

continuum would have to be much smaller than 10% in the windows. In that case, the679

effect on S would presumably be qualitatively similar to the continuum uncertainty an-680

alyzed above, but with opposite sign and substantially reduced magnitude, given that681

most of the effect of the continuum originates in the window.682

Furthermore, we assume that total continuum absorption is perfectly known — un-683

der some reference conditions in the single-constraint experiment and even for all atmo-684

spheric profiles in the general-constraint experiment. In reality, aerosol effects and in-685

strumental errors cause uncertainty in total continuum absorption (e.g., Shine et al., 2016)686

— and thus also in the magnitude of our foreign continuum adjustment. For a weaker687

adjustment than assumed above, the effect of continuum uncertainty can be estimated688

qualitatively from Fig. 5. The effect would roughly lie in between the case without for-689

eign continuum adjustment (light blue) and either the single-constraint (purple) or general-690

constraint experiment (orange), respectively. This would imply a weaker effect on S at691

high surface temperatures and a still small effect for Ts = 288K. For a stronger adjust-692

ment than assumed above, the effect of continuum uncertainty would be even stronger693

at high surface temperatures.694

Moreover, we do not account for uncertainty in the temperature dependence of the695

self continuum. A recent comparison of different laboratory studies suggests that the neg-696

ative temperature dependence might be overestimated in MT CKD 4.0 (Fournier et al.,697

2024). This can be expected to induce additional uncertainty in F , λ, and S.698

For the single-constraint experiment specifically, the choice of the reference values699

T0, p0, and q0 themselves is to some extent arbitrary. The values we use are chosen to700

mimic conditions commonly present in both laboratory and field studies of the contin-701

uum. Different choices of these reference values, particularly of q0, have a non-negligible702

quantitative impact on the effect of continuum uncertainty: For q0 = 0.01, the foreign703

continuum adjustment is only half as strong compared to q0 = 0.02, which reduces the704

effect on S by about one third at high Ts (Fig. A2). The biggest effect of q0 is on the705

exact Ts at which the effects on F and λ change sign, while their magnitudes are in many706

cases quite similar. Regardless of the choice of q0, the effect of continuum uncertainty707

on S is modest for Ts = 288K but substantial at high Ts.708

For the general-constraint experiment, the combination of a perfectly constrained709

total continuum absorption for all Ts and a decrease in the self continuum, which strongly710

increases with Ts, is a rather extreme case. This is because this combination implies that711

the foreign continuum increases more strongly with Ts than is supported by our current712

understanding. This strong increase of the foreign continuum with Ts would either have713

to come from a stronger-than-linear dependence on q, which contradicts its definition,714

or from a strongly positive dependence on T , which contradicts the current consensus715

that the foreign continuum is temperature independent.716
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Given the limited realism in our representations of continuum uncertainty there-717

fore, the results presented in this study should not be viewed as conclusive quantitative718

statements on the exact effect of uncertainty in water vapor continuum absorption. How-719

ever, they give a good picture of the magnitude and temperature dependence of the ef-720

fect and illuminate the different processes at play.721

6 Synthesis722

We have developed a conceptual understanding of how uncertainty in water vapor723

continuum absorption at terrestrial wavenumbers affects CO2 forcing F , longwave feed-724

back λ, and climate sensitivity S. This understanding is based on simulations that are725

idealized both in their treatment of the atmosphere and their representation of contin-726

uum uncertainty, which allows us to isolate different aspects of the effect of continuum727

uncertainty and analyse the underlying processes.728

Our results highlight in particular the different effects of self and foreign contin-729

uum on λ, which arise from their different dependences on water vapor concentration730

q and temperature T . This has implications for both the dependence of the column-integrated731

continuum absorption on surface temperature Ts, and the vertical distribution of con-732

tinuum absorption within the atmospheric column at a given Ts. This demonstrates the733

importance of a correct partitioning between self and foreign continuum absorption and734

its relevance for climate studies.735

Overall, despite the substantial remaining uncertainty in water vapor continuum736

absorption at terrestrial wavenumbers, the impact of this uncertainty on S in our sim-737

ulations is modest for Ts = 288K. This is the case compared to both the overall un-738

certainty in S (Sherwood et al., 2020) and the much smaller uncertainty in the clear-sky739

longwave S studied here (Manabe & Wetherald, 1967; Kluft et al., 2019; Stevens & Kluft,740

2023; Jeevanjee, 2023). However, continuum uncertainty has a substantial effect on at741

Ts above 300K. This causes a non-negligible effect in the global mean for present-day742

climate, but also directly affects the surface temperature dependence of S.743

Therefore, a better understanding of the processes that cause the water vapor con-744

tinuum and better estimates of its magnitude would contribute to better constraining745

the temperature dependence of S. This temperature dependence is for example relevant746

to understand past and possible future climates of Earth, but also those of Venus or Earth-747

like exoplanets, for example in the context of the runaway greenhouse effect (e.g., Gold-748

blatt et al., 2013). It could also be useful to interpret estimates of S based on paleocli-749

mate records from very warm climates such as the Paleocene-Eocene (e.g., Caballero &750

Huber, 2013). While continuum uncertainty only has a modest impact on S for Ts =751

288K, it does affect estimates of S in very warm climates. Therefore, continuum uncer-752

tainty affects the relationship between S inferred from those paleoclimate records and753

S relevant for contemporary climate change.754

For a more quantitative assessment, it would be important to develop a compre-755

hensive model of continuum uncertainty which, to our knowledge, does not currently ex-756

ist. Such a model would need to not only include the actual uncertainty in self and for-757

eign continuum, but also account for the correlation between the two as a function of758

temperature and water vapor concentration, covering both terrestrial and solar wavenum-759

bers. Once such a model exists, it will be possible to assess the exact effect of contin-760

uum uncertainty under different climate states and the implications for interpreting pa-761

leoclimate records. Furthermore, one could then quantify the effect under present-day762

climate for a realistic global climatology that accounts for horizontal and vertical vari-763

ations in temperature and humidity, for example using a general circulation model.764
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Appendix A Sensitivity to idealizations765

To investigate the impact of the assumption of a vertically uniform relative humid-766

ity profile R, we performed the same analysis as in Sec. 4.2 for a non-uniform R profile.767

We chose a C-shaped R (Sherwood et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2010), defined as a func-768

tion of atmospheric temperature T (Romps, 2014). The profile features vertically uni-769

form R = 80% from the surface to the top of the boundary layer (Ts − 10K), above770

it first linearly decreases to a mininumum of R = 40% in the mid-troposphere at 250K,771

and then linearly increases again to R = 80% at 175K. The R for different Ts are shown772

as function of p (Fig. A1a) and T (Fig. A1b).773

The effect of this profile on CO2 forcing F , longwave feedback λ, and climate sen-774

sitivity S is shown in Fig. A2. Due to the lower mid-tropospheric R, λ is more negative775

(Fig. A2b), which results in a lower S (Fig. A2c). Regarding the effect of continuum un-776

certainty, the choice of R profile mainly affects the single-constraint experiment, where777

the relative effect on λ and S are reduced by about a third (Fig. A2h,i). For the general-778

constraint experiment, the effect of continuum uncertainty is only affected for Ts > 300K.779

Apart from that, the Ts dependence of all quantities is qualitatively very similar to the780

case of a vertically uniform R profile.781

Finally, the effect of a different choice of q0 = 0.01 for the single-constraint ex-782

periment is shown in Fig. A2. The effect on λ and S is increased at Ts < 295K but de-783

creased by up to a third at Ts > 295K compared to the case of q0 = 0.02 (Fig. A2h,i).784

Overall, the Ts dependence is again qualitatively similar.785

Open Research786

Our analysis is based on the konrad model version 1.0.1 (available at 10.5281/zen-787
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